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ADMIN

(Reaction) End of Patient Phase: return all black 
cubes to the bag. Gain $2 for each cube returned. 

Flip this card.

OR

(Reaction) Ignore 1 just drawn black cube. Put it 
back into the bag and redraw. Flip this card.

Cooke De Buchs

ADMINISTRATOR

DOCTORS

Nurse of Psychotherapy
Ura Scapegote

After healing a PsychiatricPsychiatric patient,  
may re-bag 2 .

Once per game as a free action, assign 1 face-up 
Training Marker to this nurse.

RESEARCH

RESEARCH
Draw 5 and choose 
from the following

Hire 1 Staff for $2. Reduce this cost 
by $  (but never below zero).

Gain  Training markers. 
Distribute to Doctors as you 
choose. Refill Board Room.

“You may not be able to read 
a doctor’s hand-writing and 

prescription, but you’ll notice his 
bills are neatly typewritten.”  

- Earl Wilson

Replace  Patient markers of 
deceased patients with 
white Patient markers.

BLOOD BANK +

When improved, clear and add 5 When improved, clear and add 5  from Bag to Blood Bank. (Return and  from Bag to Blood Bank. (Return and 
redraw redraw     .) .) 

Administrator action: Spend $5. Restock empty Blood Bank. Administrator action: Spend $5. Restock empty Blood Bank. 
When Healing: May take 1 When Healing: May take 1  from Blood Bank as first cube, then draw  from Blood Bank as first cube, then draw 

remainder from Bag.remainder from Bag.

BLOOD BANK

When built, add 3  When built, add 3    from Bag to Blood Bank. (Return and redraw   from Bag to Blood Bank. (Return and redraw     .) .) 
Administrator action: Spend $3. Restock empty Blood Bank. Administrator action: Spend $3. Restock empty Blood Bank. 

When Healing: May take 1  When Healing: May take 1    from Blood Bank as first cube, then draw   from Blood Bank as first cube, then draw 
remainder from Bag.remainder from Bag.
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# OF PLAYERS
# OF MEDICAL ACTION TOKENS 

GIVEN TO EACH PLAYER
# OF ADMINISTRATIVE TOKENS PLACED 

ON THE ADMINISTRATOR CARD STARTING MONEY

2 4 2 $15
3 3 1 $15
4 2 2 $15
5 2 1 $10
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EMERGENCY ROOM

May not voluntarily transfer here, only level 5 automatically from Waiting May not voluntarily transfer here, only level 5 automatically from Waiting 
Room. Patient cannot die from healing. Patient dies at start of Patient Phase. Room. Patient cannot die from healing. Patient dies at start of Patient Phase. 

Level 1-4 patient transfers back to Waiting Room immediately.Level 1-4 patient transfers back to Waiting Room immediately.

1 2 3 4 5

5 $1 -$8

Perform the Hire Staff action twice. Flip this card.

OR

Move all Ward Ability tokens one Ward to the right. 
Place the rightmost Ward Ability token on the 

leftmost Ward. Flip this card.

Dr. Acula

ADMINISTRATOR

Head Nurse of Internal Medicine
Gutz Galigan

After healing an Internal MedicineInternal Medicine patient,  
may re-bag 2 .

Once per game as a free action, assign 1 face-up 
Training Marker to this nurse.

Chief General Practitioner
Doctor Smiles

+1  when healing any non-Ward patient.

After healing, may place 1 black cube from that 
draw into the bag to gain $1.

RESEARCH

BLOOD BANK

When built, add 3  When built, add 3    from Bag to Blood Bank. (Return and redraw   from Bag to Blood Bank. (Return and redraw     .) .) 
Administrator action: Spend $3. Restock empty Blood Bank. Administrator action: Spend $3. Restock empty Blood Bank. 

When Healing: May take 1  When Healing: May take 1    from Blood Bank as first cube, then draw   from Blood Bank as first cube, then draw 
remainder from Bag.remainder from Bag.
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Rules on cards or tokens take precedence over rules in this rulebook.
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Example: When a patient dies in the 
Infirmary Wards, lose $10.

If there is no empty space to place a dead Patient, you immediately lose the game. 
The Cemetery can hold up to 5 Patient markers. The Coroner or Doctor Lucky spaces 
may only be used if the appropriate staff/character is hired/in play.

TRAUMA

CRITICAL TREATED

Treatment RoomTreatment Room

8 $3 5= -$12
TRAUMA +

Treatment RoomTreatment Room

CRITICAL TREATED

10 $4 6= -$15
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Medical Actions

 Heal a Patient

 Transfer a Patient

Administrative Actions

 Hire Staff

 Research

 Administrator Action

Clarifications 
You may Heal the same Patient multiple times during 
the same round (using a Medical Action token each 
time). Ignore Ward Abilities when Healing Patients.

Cube Drawing Bonuses 
Some Doctors and Training markers allow you to draw bonus cubes. If you have any bonus cube drawing opportunities, you may 
use any of them, but choose to use them one at a time. When you decide to use each individual bonus, you must draw all cubes 
that bonus provides. After seeing the results of a bonus draw, you can then decide to use another bonus or not (if you have any 
remaining). 
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Cube Discard

Chief Psychologist
Doctor Nowitz

+2  to heal PsychiatricPsychiatric patients.

After healing a non-Ward patient, 
may re-bag 2 .

Example: Gain $1 per Illness level reduced.

For example: If you reduce the Illness level by 3 for a level-2 Patient in the 
Wards, you only gain $2.

+

+ +
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INTERNAL MEDICINE

CRITICAL TREATED

Treatment RoomTreatment Room

8 $3 5= -$12

OR

OR

INTERNAL MEDICINE

CRITICAL TREATED

Treatment RoomTreatment Room

8 $3 5= -$12

The Waiting Room is a one-way street - you can transfer Patients from it, but never to it. 
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Training markers can permanently improve your skills 
and can sometimes be gained through Research. Markers 
gained can be chosen from either face-up (your choice) 
or face-down (random), but face-up are only refilled after 
choosing all markers from that action. They can be assigned 
to any Doctor. Each marker is a permanent bonus that 
may be used once for each action that Doctor performs, if 
applicable. (See Cube Drawing Bonuses, page 8).

For example: You drew 2 red cubes and 3 green cubes. You choose the benefit “Gain  Training markers.”, so you gain 3 Training 
markers to assign to various Doctors. If you drew no cubes that match any required colors for the Research card - sorry, your research failed - 
just like everything else around here…
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